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the csrtp service is a service in the iis 6.0 which allows a remote client application
to connect over the internet to a server application on a remote computer to
download files, execute programs, or control the execution of programs. the csrtp
service can be configured to restrict the operations that the client can perform by
changing properties of the service. by default, the csrtp service always allows the
client to download files. by using a text editor to change the
localapplicationrestriction property to none, the service will not restrict the client to
download files. it took me a while to get around to trying win7. for some reason i
couldn't get the rt/icm drivers working right for a wacom tablet. i was lucky enough
to be able to borrow a friend's tablet for a while and pretty quickly figured out that
that was my problem. i got the 4.1 driver working on my wacom, and that got me to
win7, which i honestly think is the best os for wacoms. just a quick one, i've had the
same problem and i noticed that when i opened easybios and tried to choose the
ahci(raid on) mode the only options were ide or legacy ide and the legacy isn't an
option for us. i had thought it was the motherboard but as i have a new
motherboard i don't think it is. i had a quick look and it was working fine in xp with
the mbd for my moho laptop, it is a current build 7100, build 36653, i was able to
boot in legacy mode but then the icons on my desktop were not displaying. i found
a fix for this some time ago but i have forgotten how i did it and i have since
formatted my hdd so i have no idea how to implement it.
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i have windows 7, x64, i had windows vista, x32, before that i had windows 2000,
x32. i tried the windows 7 x64 dvd, i tried the x64 windows 7, i tried the x64

windows 7 dvd. i tried all three and i only had a problem with the windows 7 dvd.
the windows 7 dvd would not boot, the windows 7 dvd would not see the drives, the

windows 7 dvd would not see the files, the windows 7 dvd would not see the cd
drive, the windows 7 dvd would not see the dvd drive. the windows 7 dvd would not
see the hard drive, the windows 7 dvd would not see the hard drive. the windows 7

dvd would not see the ide cdrom drive, the windows 7 dvd would not see the ide
dvd drive. the windows 7 dvd would not see the dvd drive. the windows 7 dvd would

not see the usb cdrom drive. the windows 7 dvd would not see the usb dvd drive.
the windows 7 dvd would not see the usb hard drive. the windows 7 dvd would not
see the usb flash drive. the windows 7 dvd would not see the sata cdrom drive. the
windows 7 dvd would not see the sata dvd drive. the windows 7 dvd would not see

the sata hard drive. the windows 7 dvd would not see the sata flash drive. the
windows 7 dvd would not see the ide usb cdrom drive. the windows 7 dvd would not

see the ide usb dvd drive. the windows 7 dvd would not see the ide dvd cdrom
drive. the windows 7 dvd would not see the ide cdrom drive. the windows 7 dvd

would not see the sata dvd cdrom drive. during the installation process, windows 7
prompts you to prepare a system restore point. the purpose of a restore point is to

enable you to roll back to a previous state of the system in case you encounter
problems during the installation process. to use the restore point, you must

understand how to use windows 7 system restore. system restore requires you to
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back up all of your system files and restore the contents of the backup volume back
to the location on the hard drive where they were prior to the backup. you need to
perform a backup before you perform a restore to ensure that your files are backed

up. 5ec8ef588b
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